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  A Solution for Successful Migrations 
 
A successful migration starts with a great migration plan.  A successful implementation requires vast 
knowledge from subject-matter expertise with past migration experience, EV Technologies provides the 
best of both worlds.   
 
By combining the power of Sherlock, EV Technologies’ proprietary software, with unsurpassed technical 
knowledge, we provide the only complete end-to-end migration offering for SAP BusinessObjects 
customers - from blueprint to implementation.  
 
Sherlock is a SAP Certified Solution that provides a powerful mechanism for providing insight into your 
investment in SAP BusinessObjects. Sherlock organizes a data model that has been carefully designed 
to expose a great deal of metadata about a SAP BusinessObjects community, analytics, data sources, 
and how they all fit together.  
 
How Sherlock helps in a migration: Our architects are empowered by facts, not assertions. We 
conduct a fact-based analysis of SAP BusinessObjects landscapes to improve the time to 
migrate, minimize the risk, and to provide the most comprehensive and accurate landscape design 
possible. Sherlock delivers: 

• Provides insights into true utilization and lineage 
• Provides required details for accurate sizing  
• Uncovers undetected concerns in an environment 
• Quantifies the resources required to complete a migration 

 
Technical Expertise required in a migration: Technical expertise can significantly impact the 
success of a migration project. Our architects, administrators, and SAP Mentors have extensive 
experience in implementing SAP BusinessObjects. We deliver: 

• Deep Expertise  - Architects skilled in delivering a well-sized and stable environment 
• Highly Skilled administration and architecture experts 
• Vast experience gained from many small and enterprise-level BI 4.1 upgrades  

 
Migration blueprint: A standard framework 
The migration blue print is a standard framework we use to develop and implement a comprehensive 
migration plan, it includes: 

 
 
  
 
EV Technologies is the r ight choice to deliver a ful ly functioning SAP BusinessObjects 
environment after the migration.    

End-to-End Migration 
Services 
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Uti l ize Joint Application Design (JAD) sessions 
 

ü Engage storage, network, database, virtualization, and server resources 
ü Explore new enterprise technology capabilities 
ü Facilitates requirement gathering and end user pain points 
ü Analyze and document current processes and procedures for process improvement 
ü Build a 24-36 month roadmap with future plans to ensure proper growth  

 
 
Gather data and investigate 
 

ü Review historical performance data 
ü Document past problem areas 
ü Leverage Sherlock to inspect the system end to end 
ü Integrate JAD session responses into analysis 

 
Understand the information collected 
 

 

ü Provide recommendations for environmental optimization 
ü Isolate content which may be problematic in converting to BI4 
ü Identify content requiring intervention prior to BI4 
ü Build a blueprint of usage and utilization patterns 

 
Plan a scalable architecture 
 

ü Leverage our proven expertise to create a properly sized and fault tolerant infrastructure 
ü Create a project plan to determine resource requirements and dependances  

 
Move from design to production 
 

ü Install SAP BusinessObjects BI4 with best practices and standards in mind 
ü Migrate existing content, convert deprecated content, and certify lifecycle management 
ü Execute rigorous test cases 
ü Leverage vast experience to mitigate problems that arise during a migration 

 
Virtual Platform Management for SAP Analytics landscapes 
 

ü Cost Effective – Remote, matrixed team, customized to your needs 
ü Highly Skilled – Administration and architecture experts  
ü Overall Management – Incident management and strategic planning administration and 

architecture support improvements 
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